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List of symbols
Ri DC resistance
GMR Geometric mean radius
If Fault current
Df Decrement factor
Ta DC offset time constant
tf Fault duration
De Equivalent depth of hypothetical return path of earth
ρ Soil resistivity (Ωm)
ρs Surface material resistivity in Ω·m
f Frequency
zc Self-impedance of earth wire
dij Geometric mean distance between earth wire to phase conductor
Zmp,c Mutual impedance between conductor and sheath/earth wire
Zt Total impedance of the conductor
A The Area of grounding grid
Akcmil The area of conductor in kcmil
I The rms fault current in kA
Kf The constant from Table 2 for the material at various values of Tm (fusing

temperature or limited conductor temperature based on 11.3.3) and using
ambient temperature (Ta) of 40 °C

tc The current duration in s
d Diameter of grid conductor, m
dn The n-th conductor span from the center
dmax The central span
D Spacing between parallel conductors, m
Vtouch Tolerable touch voltage
Vstep Tolerable step voltage
h Depth of ground grid conductors, m
ho Grid reference depth
hs Surface layer thickness, m
LT Total effective length of grounding system conductor, including grid and

ground rods, m
Rg Grid resistance
ZeA Total earth impedance of the substation
lAB Distance between substation
IG Maximum grid current that flows to the ground
GPR Ground potential rise
K The reflection factor between different material resistivities
Km Spacing factor for mesh voltage, simplified method
Kh Corrective weighting factor that emphasizes the effects of grid depth,

simplified method
Ki The irregularity factor
Kii Corrective weighting factor that adjusts for the effects of inner conductors on

the corner mesh, simplified method
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Cs The surface layer derating factor
LC Total length of grid conductor, m
LR Total length of ground rods, m
Lr Length of ground rod at each location, m
LM Effective length of Lc + LR for mesh voltage, m
LS Effective length of Lc + LR for step voltage, m
Lx Maximum length of grid conductor in x direction, m
Ly Maximum length of grid conductors in y direction, m
n Geometric factor composed of factors na, nb, nc, and nd

R1 Ground resistance of grid conductors
R2 Ground resistance of all ground rods
Rm Mutual ground resistance between the group of grid conductors, R1, and group

of ground rods, R2
k1, k2 Schwarz’s coefficients
b The diameter of rod in m
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Executive summary
This paper presents grounding grid design of 132/11 kV transmission substation with vertical
ground rods. The soil resistivity is modeled as a uniform model. The preliminary design
shows that the mesh voltage is exceeding the tolerable touch voltage. Therefore, a
modification is necessary to improve the safety of the substation.

Design #2 is constructed by adding a crushed-rock protective surface layer and 60 ground
rods with 3m long along the periphery. The result shows that the mesh and step voltage is
lower than the tolerable values. The analytical calculation is then compared to computer
simulation using ETAP Grounding Grid System. It shows a similarities between analytical
calculation and computer simulation. However, because of the difference between mesh
voltage and the tolerable touch voltage is very small, design #2 still needs to be improved.

The improvement design called design #3 is constructed using unequally spaced horizontal
grid conductors with Optimum Compression Ratio (OCR) are analyzed analytically then the
results are compared to ETAP simulation. Only 32 rods is used which consisted by 4 rods in
the corner with 5m long and 28 rods along the periphery. The result shows significant
improvement in mesh voltage and step voltage. Hence, design #3 is a safe and effective
solution. It also have been estimated that the total cost material required for design #3 is
USD 42,100.

Simplified probability risk assessment is calculated to support the design. Individual risk
calculation implies that design #3 is safe because it has no risk of ventricular fibrillation in
the vicinity of the substation.
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1 Introduction

The safety of people in and around high voltage substations is of primary concern when

evaluating the performance of a substation grounding grid system. The risk arises as a result

of rise of earth potential during power system earth fault conditions. The magnitude of the

earth return fault current at power frequency can range from a few kA up to several tens of

kA, and the earth potential rise can be as high as several tens of kV even with low magnitude

earth impedances in the range of 0.05 Ω to 1 Ω.

In the past, grounding systems were designed to achieve earth resistances below a specified

value. Current practice, however, dictates that such grounding systems are designed to

control step, touch and mesh voltages within and around the electrical installation, and limit

both the extent of hot zones and the magnitudes of transferred potentials to remote locations.

As a result of investigations into the effects of electric current on the human body, safety

limits have been established. Substation grounding standards now incorporate these limits

to calculate tolerable voltage limits.

2 Case study system description

We need to develop a safe grounding system for a 132/11kV high voltage substation. The

substation occupies an area (A) of 75mx75m and is surrounded by a metal fence. The average

soil resistivity (ρ) in the vicinity is estimated to be 500 Ωm. The substation is fed by a 50km

length single-circuit overhead line of steel pole construction. The disposition of the phase

conductors is shown in Figure 1. The phase and earth conductors are ‘Elm’ all Aluminium

Alloy (BSEN50182 [1]). A geometric mean radius factor of 0.7681 can be assumed. The

fault current infeed for a single line to ground fault at the substation on the 132kV side is

10kA and the fault clearance time is 150ms.   All outgoing 11kV circuits from the substation

are of unearthed wood pole construction.
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Figure 1. Cross section of 132kV overhead line.

3 Initial Calculation

Initial assumptions for the case study are:

- The grounding grid design will mainly focus on IEEE standards 80-2000
- All equipment in the HV substation are assumed to work at frequency f = 50Hz.
- In addition, it is assumed that the substation will not be cleared by circuit breakers with

an automatic reclosing scheme. Thus, the fault duration and shock duration are equal.

3.1 Decrement factor

Given the information for Elm conductor (Ri = 0.1568 Ω/km), initial information of
conductors such as Geometric Mean Radius is calculated

318.8GMR 0.7681 7.22 mm = 7.22 10  m
2

   

Calculation of R and L of the conductors in Figure 1 are carried out using PowerSim Matlab.
The complete result are shown in Appendix 1.

Positive- & zero- sequence resistance [R1 Ro] (ohm/km):

[ 0.1569 , 0.2914 ]

Positive- & zero- sequence inductance [L1 Lo] (H/km):

[ 1.6371e-03 , 3.5932e-03 ]

20m

4.5m 4.5m
3.0m
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The X/R ratio to be used here is the system X/R ratio at the fault location for a given fault
type. The X and R components of the system sub transient fault impedance should be used
to determine the X/R ratio.

1 2 0

1 2 3
3

2 (L L L )/ R

100 (1.6371 1.6371 3.5932) 10
0.1569 0.1569 0.2914

3.565

fX
R R R


 

 


 

  


 


The type of fault occurred in the substation is single line to ground fault, so the calculation
of decrement factor (Df) is required. In general, the asymmetrical fault current includes the
subtransient, transient and steady-state ac components, and the dc offset current component.
Both the subtransient and transient ac components and the dc offset decay exponentially,
each having a different attenuation rate. However, according to IEEE80 section 15.10 [2], it
is assumed that the ac component does not decay with time, but remains at its initial value.
Following equation (79) in the standard, the decrement factor is:

2

1 1
f

a

t
Ta

f
f

TD e
t

 
   
 
 

Where Ta is the dc offset time constant in second

1 3.565 0.01135
2 (50)a

XT s
R 

   

Given the value of Ta, it follows that:

2(0.15)
(0.01135)0.011351 1

0.15

1.0371

fD e
 

    
 



3.2 Self and mutual impedance of the conductor

The equivalent depth of hypothetical return path of earth current, is given by the following
formula in [3]:

500659 659 2083.94 m
50eD

f
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The separation between the conductors is less than 15% of the equivalent earth return
distance (De) hence the Carson-Clem’s formula is applicable for the study.

Self and mutual impedance of the Elm conductor are calculated according to Carson’s
formula with following assumptions: the conductor are parallel to each other and the earth
is homogenous within a span. Therefore, the self-impedance of Elm conductor is:

2 4 4

2 4
3

.10 2 .10 .ln
GMR

2083.940.1568 50 .10 2 (50) ln
7.22 10

0.1568 0.0493 0.790
0.2061 0.790 /km
0.8164 75.378  /km
40.822 75.378

(multiply by 50km)

e
c i

Dz R f j f

j

j
j

 

 

 




  

  


  
  
   
  

Geometric mean distance (dij) between sheath/earth wire and phase conductor is required to
obtained mutual impedance between. GMD is calculated based on following Figure 2.

Figure 2. Separation distance between phase conductor and earth wire

3
1 2 3

23 (5.408) (3)
4.4437 m

ij s s sd d d d





Consequently, mutual impedance between conductor and sheath/earth wire is:

2 4 4
,

4

.10 2 .10 .ln

2083.940.0493 2 (50).10 .ln
4.4437

0.0493 0.3864 /km
= 0.3895 82.729  /km (mul

19.476 82.7
tiply by 50k

2
m)
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e
mp c

ij

Dz f j f
d

j

j

 



 



 

 

  
  

   

4.5m 4.5m

3.0m

1 2 3

s
Earth wire

Phase conductor
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Total impedance of the conductor is

, 12.769 58.82 60.190 77.752t c mp cZ z z j       

4 Grounding grid preliminary design

Step by step description to carry out grounding system design and analysis are mainly
referred to IEEE80-2000. The block diagram of Figure 3 illustrates the sequences of steps to
design the ground grid.

Figure 3. Design procedure block diagram [2]
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4.1 Field Data

The initial design assessment assumes a square 75 m × 75 m grid with no ground rods.
Consequently, the area occupied by such a grid is A = 5625 m2. An average soil resistivity
(ρ) of 500 Ωm is used.

4.2 Conductor size

Assuming the use of copper wire and an ambient temperature of 40 °C, Equation (42) and
Table 1 are used to obtain the required conductor cross-sectional area. For 0.15 s and a
melting temperature of 1084 °C for hard-drawn copper, the required cross-sectional area in
circular mils is

2. 10(7.06) 0.15 27.3432 kcmil = 13.86 mmkcmil f cA I K t  

Because 2
2 / 4

mm
A d , the conductor diameter is approximately 4.2mm if it is a solid

conductor. Based on this computation, a copper wire as small as size #4 AWG could be used.
However, considering the factor such as:

a) The conductor should have the strength to withstand any expected mechanical and
corrosive abuse during the design life of the grounding installation.

b) The conductor should have a high enough conductance to prevent any possible
dangerous voltage drop during a fault, for the life of the grounding installation.

c) The need to limit the conductor temperature.
d) A factor of safety should be applied to the grounding system as with other electrical

components.

Therefore, a larger AWG 3/0 stranded conductor with diameter d = 0.0105m is preferred.
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Table 1. Material constants
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4.3 Tolerable touch and step voltage

According to IEEE80-2000 section 8.3, permissible step and touch voltage without a
protective surface layer, assuming 50kg bodyweight, are given by:

,50
0.116(1.5 1000)

0.116(1.5(500) 1000)
0.15

524.144 V

touch kg
f

V
t

 

 



step,50
0.116(6 1000)

0.116(6(500) 1000)
0.15

1198.043 V

kg
f

V
t

 

 



4.4 Preliminary design

According to IEEE 80-2000, spacing of the conductor ranges from 3m to 15m and the depth
(h) ranges from 0.5 to 1.5m. The choice for the initial design (design #1) are:

Spacing (D) = 5m

Depth (h) = 0.5m

For 5m equal horizontal and vertical spacing, the grid requires,

Row : 16 conductors

Columns : 16 conductors

Thus, the total length of the buried grounding grid without rod (LM = LT) is:

2(16)(75) 2400 mTL  
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Figure 4. Preliminary grid design 75m x 75m, 32 conductors without ground rod

4.5 Grid resistance

The grounding grid with L = 2400 m, and grid area A = 5625 m2, the ground resistance of
the grid is:

1 1 11
20 1 20 /

1 1 1500 1
2400 20(5625) 1 0.5 20 / 5625

3.14659

g
T

R
L A h A


        
         

 

According to Engineering Recommendation S34 [4], substation total impedance is a parallel
combination of grid resistance, buried plate resistance, and earth wire/shield impedance. In
the preliminary design, buried plate has not been used. Figure 5 shows an example of current
distribution under earth fault condition is a substation.

The outgoing 11kV circuits is unearthed so the substation only has one earth wire.
Accordingly, the total earth impedance of the substation is:

1 11 1 1 1 3.108 2.892
3.1465 0 60.190 77.752eA

g T

Z
R Z
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Figure 5. Schematic example of current distribution under earth fault conditions in a transmission substation

4.6 Maximum grid current

To examine the current distribution for the simpler two-substation arrangement shown in
Figure 6 for three-core cables. This model can be employed to analyze systems in which the
Faulted substation (SA) is directly connected to the source substation (SB).

Figure 6. Two-substation arrangement employing a three core cable [5].

Considering the worst case scenario where all fault current is absorbed into the substation
A, the impedance of the next substation ZeB is assumed to be zero (ZeB = 0Ω). This
assumption implies there is no transferred voltage occurred in remote substation B.
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Therefore, ground return current for preliminary design is:

,

4 0.8164 0.3895(10 ) 3.108 00.8164
50

4859.088

c mp c
gr f

eA eB
c

AB

z z
I I Z Zz

l


 





 




 

Maximum grid current that flows to the ground is:

. 1.0371(4859.088) 5039.3602 AG f grI D I  

4.7 Ground Potential Rise (GPR)

Now it is necessary to compare the product of IG and ZeA, or GPR, to the tolerable touch
voltage, Etouch50

(5039.3602)(3.108)
15662.331 V

G eAGPR Z  




which far exceeds 524 V, determined in Step 3 as the safe value of Etouch50. Therefore, further
design evaluations are necessary.

4.8 Mesh voltage

Using Equation (81) through Equation (83), Km is calculated

 22 21 8ln ln
2 16 8 4 (2 1)

ii
m

h

D hD h
h d D d d n 

                     

Where,

2 2
16

1 1 0.805
(2 ) (2(16))

ii
nn

    because the grid is not using any rod

0.51 1 1.2247
1h

o

h
h
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It follows that:

 22 5 2(0.5)1 (5) 0.5 0.805 8ln ln
2 16(0.5)(0.01) 8(5)(0.01) 4(0.01) 1.2247 (2(16) 1)

0.6881

m  

                  


Using four grid shape components developed in Thapar, Gerez, Balakrishnan, and Blank [6],
the effective number of parallel conductors in a given grid, n, can be made applicable to
rectangular or irregularly shaped grids that represent the number of parallel conductors of an
equivalent rectangular grid.

a b c dn n n n n   

Where,

2 2(2400) 16
300

c
a

p

Ln
L


  

1
1
1

b

c

d

n
n
n






( for square grid)

Thus,  16 .1.1.1 16n  

The irregularity factor, Ki, used in conjunction with the above defined n is

 0.644 0.148 16
3.0

0.644 0.14 n

2

8

1

i 

 



 

Finally, mesh voltage, Em, is computed as follow:

500(0.6881)(3.012)(5039.3602)
2400

2175.9088 V

m i G
m

ML
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The mesh voltage is higher than the tolerable touch voltage (that is, 2175.91V versus
524.144V). The grid design must be modified. For a comparison purposes, CDEGS
simulation are resulted in 15221V and ~2200V for the GPR and touch voltage, respectively.
Detailed result are available in Appendix 2.

5 Design modification

The design procedure has not been successful because the initial design unable to meet the
criterion of Step 9 in Figure 3. Generally, there are two approaches to modifying the grid
design to meet the tolerable touch voltage requirements [7].

a) Reduce the GPR to a value below the tolerable touch voltage or to a value low enough
to result in a value of Em below the tolerable touch voltage.

b) Reduce the available ground fault current.

Usually reduction of the available ground fault current is difficult or impractical to achieve,
so the grid is modified by changing any or all of the following: type of conductor, grid
conductor spacing, total conductor length, grid depth, addition of ground rods, and addition
of surface layer. In this modification (design #2), there are 60 ground rods included to the
grounding grid. Since the mesh voltage is usually high at the edge of the grid, grounding
rods with 3m long will be put in the periphery. A surface layer is added above the area of
grounding grid to reduce the mesh voltage. In this design #2, crushed rock with soil
resistivity ρs = 4267.2 Ω.m and depth hs = 0.15m is chosen. The value of ρs is taken from
ETAP grounding grid system software library.

Figure 7. Square grid with 60 rods at the periphery
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The calculation will start from step 3 in Figure 3, computation of touch and step voltage
criteria.

5.1 Touch and step voltage criteria

For a 0.15 m layer of crushed rock surfacing, with resistivity of 4267.2 Ω·m, and for an earth
with resistivity of 500 Ω·m, the reflection factor K is computed as following:

500 4267.2 0.7906
500 4267.2

s

s

K  
 
 

   
 

The reduction factor is:

5000.09 1 0.09 1
4267.21 1 0.7963

2 0.09 2(0.15) 0.09
s

s
s

C
h




       
       
 

Therefore, the permissible limit of touch and step voltage are:

,50
0.116(1000 1.5 )

0.116(1000 1.5(0.7963)(4267.2))
0.15

1826.104 V

touch kg s s
f

V C
t

 

 



step,50
0.116(1000 6 )

0.116(1000 6(0.7963)(4267.2))
0.15

6405.884 V

kg s s
f

V C
t

 

 



5.2 Grid resistance

Using the same equation in section 4.5 for 2400 60(3) 2580 mTL    , h =0.5m and
25625mA  . Grid resistance is calculated as following:

1 1 11
20 1 20 /

3.1321

g
T

R
L A h A
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Accordingly, the total earth impedance of the substation is:

1 11 1 1 1 3.0940 2.885
3.1321 0 60.190 77.752eA

g T

Z
R Z

                     

5.3 Maximum grid current

Ground return current for preliminary design is:

,

4 0.8164 0.3895(10 ) 3.0940 00.8164
50

4860.6367

c mp c
gr f

eA eB
c

AB

z z
I I Z Zz

l


 





 




 

Maximum grid current that flows to the ground is:

. 1.0371(4860.6367) 5040.966 AG f grI D I  

5.4 Ground Potential Rise (GPR)

It seems that GPR is not significantly reduced, since the ZeA and IG of design #2 is similar to
preliminary design.

(5040.966)(3.094)
15596.7498 V

G eAGPR Z  




Therefore, mesh voltage and touch voltage need to be calculated.

5.5 Mesh voltage

Following the same step in section 4.8, Km is calculated

 22 21 8ln ln
2 16 8 4 (2 1)

ii
m

h

D hD h
h d D d d n 
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Where,

1ii  because the grid is equipped with rods now

0.51 1 1.2247
1h

o

h
h

     

 16 .1.1.1 16n  

It follows that:

 22 5 2(0.5)1 (5) 0.5 1 8ln ln
2 16(0.5)(0.01) 8(5)(0.01) 4(0.01) 1.2247 (2(16) 1)

0.62475

m  

                  


The irregularity factor, Ki, used in conjunction with the above defined n is

 0.644 0.148 16
3.0

0.644 0.14 n

2

8

1

i 

 



 

For grids with ground rods in the corners, as well as along the perimeter and throughout the
grid, the effective buried length, LM, is

2 2

2 2

1.55 1.22

32400 1.55 1.22 180
75 75

2685.211

r
M C R

x y

LL L L
L L

  
     
    
  

     
   



Finally, mesh voltage, Em, is computed as follow:

500(0.62475)(3.012)(5040.966)
2685.211

1766.3085 V

m i G
m

ML
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The mesh voltage for design #2 is lower than tolerable touch voltage (1766.3085V compare
to 1826.1V), however the difference is not really far ( 59.792V V  ). The design still need
to be improved.

5.6 Step voltage

The maximum step voltage is assumed to occur over a distance of 1m, beginning at and
extending outside of the perimeter conductor at the angle bisecting the most extreme corner
of the grid. For the usual burial depth of 0.25m < h < 2.5m [8], Ks is

2

16 2

1 1 1 1 (1 0.5 )
2

1 1 1 1 (1 0.5 )
2 0.5 5 0.5 5

0.4398

n
s h D h D







         
        



For grids with or without ground rods, the effective buried conductor length, LS, is

0.75 0.85( )
0.75(2400) 0.85(180)
1953 m

S C RL L L 

 


Then,

500 (0.4398) (3.012) (5040.966)
1953

1709.589 V

s i G
s

SL
   

 

  




The computed Es is well below the tolerable step voltage determined in section 5.1. That is,
1709.589V is much less than 6405.884V.
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5.7 Simulation result in ETAP Grounding Grid System

Simulation for the design #2 is also computed in ETAP grounding grid systems with the
following case study configuration.

Figure 8. Case study for design #2 in ETAP grounding grid systems

The grounding grid design for design #2 are displayed in Figure 7. The computer-calculated
values of resistance, IG, GPR, corner mesh voltage, and maximum step voltage, following
IEEE 80-2000 standard, are as follows:

Rg = 3.132Ωm Em = 1748.3V

IG = 5040A Es = 1709.5V

GPR = 15786.3V

The results from ETAP software are showing a slightly different results compare to
analytical calculation. Although, it’s important to mention that the computer calculation does
not take into account the self and mutual impedance of the earth wire. The complete result
of ETAP software are shown in Appendix 3.

6 Unequally spaced grid design

The calculation result in section 5.5 shows that the mesh voltage of design #2 are slightly
lower than the permissible touch voltage. To encounter that problem, it’s possible that it is
not needed to add more ground rods. Instead, it opens up a chance to reconfigure design #2.
In this section, Optimum Compression Ratio (OCR) is applied to the grounding grid, also
the position of ground rods is going to be adjusted. This modification is called design #3.
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The OCR design of grounding systems for substations is to suitably arrange the grounding
conductors of grounding systems to equalize the leakage current distribution and the
potential of ground surface, this would ensure to make all grounding conductors well use
and to decrease step and touch voltages [9]. When the grounding conductors are arranged
according to an exponent regularity, then the n-th conductor span from the center is

max
n

nd d C

Where C is the compression ratio, l is the side length of the grounding system, and N is the
number of conductors arranged on it. Figure 9 describes the spacing arrangement of OCR
method. According to Weiming et al [9], the relationship between the touch voltage and the
compression ratio C reach the optimal value for square grid in a uniform soil when C = 0.79,
it means the mesh voltage Em reaches its minimum. The central span is define as following:

max ( /2)

(1 )  , N is even
1 2 N

l Cd
C C



 

max ( 1)/2

(1 )  , N is odd
2(1 )N

l Cd
C 






Since in this case study l = 75m and N=16 (N is even). Therefore, dmax is

max ( /2)

16/2

(1 )
1 2

75(1 0.79)
1 0.79 (0.79)
10.5948m

N

l Cd
C C



 



 



The complete result of dn is shown in the following table

Table 2. Spacing arrangement for design #3 with dmax = 10.59m

N dn (in meter)
0 = dmax 10.5948

1 8.369892
2 6.612215
3 5.22365
4 4.126683
5 3.26008
6 2.575463
7 2.034616
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Figure 9. Grounding grid scheme arranged with exponent rule

After draw the grounding grid for design #3 in Autocad and add 32 rods in the corners and
periphery, the drawing resulted in the following Figure 10.

Figure 10. Unequally spaced grid with 32 rods

6.1 Grid Resistance

The design #3 grid is unequally spaced and there are two type of rods length. Schwarz [10]
developed the following set of equations to determine the total resistance of a grounding
system in a homogeneous soil consisting of horizontal (grid) and vertical (rods) electrodes.
The grid resistance using Swhwarz’s equations are described in the following step:
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2
1 2

1 2 2
m

g
m

R R R
R

R R R



 

The following equation referred to formula introduced by Sunde [11] and Rüdenberg [12].
Where R1 is ground resistance of grid conductors
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1 2
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From IEEE80-2000 Fig. 25 (a) and (b) for depth = 5m, assuming the interpolation of the line
is linear k1 =1.223 and k2 = 5.07. It follows

1
500 2(2400) (1.223)(2400)ln 5.07

(2400) (0.01)(0.5) 5625

2.9969

R


  
        
 

R2a is ground resistance of the rod bed of 28 rods with 3m length
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Similarly, for 4 rods in the corner, R2b = 8.0423Ω. Therefore, total ground resistance of the
rod bed is

 2 2 2 8.4221a bR R R   

Mutual ground resistance between the grid and the rod bed

1
1 2

2 .ln 1

500 2(2400) (1.223)(2400)ln 5.07 1
(2400) 3 5625

2.8146

c c
m

c r

L k LR k
L L A





  
     

  
         

 

Similarly, for 5m rod, Rm2 = 2.7808Ω. Consequently, total Rm is,

 0.5 2.7977m ma mbR R R   
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Finally, the grid resistance Rg = 2.99 Ω.

Accordingly, the total earth impedance of the substation is:

1 11 1 1 1 2.9554 2.7503
2.990 0 60.190 77.752eA

g T

Z
R Z

                     

6.2 Maximum grid current

Ground return current for preliminary design is:

,

4 0.8164 0.3895(10 ) 2.9554 00.8164
50

4876.03

c mp c
gr f

eA eB
c

AB

z z
I I Z Zz

l


 





 




 

Maximum grid current that flows to the ground is:

. 5056.93 AG f grI D I 

6.3 Ground Potential Rise (GPR)

The ground potential rise of design #3 is calculated as following:

14945.24 V
G eAGPR Z  



6.4 Mesh and step voltage

Since the spacing of the conductors in design #3 is irregular, it is hard to calculate the mesh
and step voltage analytically. Therefore, the mesh and step voltage calculation will be carried
out using ETAP Grounding Grid Systems using finite element method. The result is:

Rg = 2.921Ωm Em = 1594.9V (limit Etouch = 1826.1V)

IG = 5061A Es = 1433.3V (limit Etouch = 6405.7V)

GPR = 14784.6V
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The result of Rg, IG, and GPR from the software computation show the similarities to
analytical calculation, so it is safe to conclude the mesh and step voltage is accurate. The
results show that the mesh and step voltage are much lower the tolerable limit. Therefore,
the design #3 is good and safe to be applied.

The 3D representation of absolute potential, mesh voltage and step voltage are displayed in
Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13, respectively.

Figure 11. 3D representation of absolute potential in design #3

Figure 12. 3D representation of touch/mesh voltage in design #3
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Figure 13. 3D representation of step voltage in design #3

6.5 Fences

Substation fences have been extended to 2m away from the edge of the grid. This also
presents a possible transferred potential hazard if the fence is connected to the substation
grounding grid. To lessen this hazard, the substation fence is insulated from the fence leaving
the substation area. It is recommended by IEEE80-2000 that insulating sections be installed
to prevent the transfer of potential through the soil and large enough to prevent someone
from bridging the insulating section.

6.6 Other Design Considerations

According UK Power Networks [13] to Current carrying equipment including HV
switchgears, LV pillars/cabinets/boards and LV ACB are bonded to the transformer (or
switchgear) earth terminal using an independent connection.

A grading electrode of 70 mm2 bare copper cable or 25mm x 4mm bare copper tape is
installed or outside the fence, at a depth of 300mm minimum and connected to the fence;
this is done to protect people from dangerous touch potentials [13].
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7 Cost of Grounding system

Estimate material cost of each component are taken from e-commerce website, although it’s
not precisely determine the real cost of grid design. This calculation is helpful as a rigorous
estimation cost for the project, disregarding labor, delivery and overhead cost.

The volume of crush rock needed for grounding grid is

3

(75)(75)(0.15)
843.75 m

length wide depth  




The volume of crushed rock is proportional to 1489.08 ton of crushed rock.

Therefore, the components cost are summarized as follow:

Table 3. Total cost of material in design #3

No Items Unit Quantity Unit price (in USD) Total Price (in USD)
1 Copper Conductor m 2400 6.16 14784.00
2 Ground rod (3m) pcs 28 61.00 1708.00
3 Ground rod (5m) pcs 4 87.00 348.00
4 Ground rod clamp pcs 32 47.07 1506.24
5 #1A Washed Crushed rock ton 1489.08 15.95 23750.83

Total 42097.07

8 Simplified probability risk assessment

The overall risk of death from electrocution, referred to as the individual risk (IR), may then
be calculated from the product of these three separate probabilities that are given as [14]

Pr. .GPR VFIR P P P

8.1 Probability of presence (PPr)

The maximum individual exposure duration is therefore estimated to be 25 seconds per day.
Taking into account the working year will be around 200 days the exposure can be calculated
as follows:

PE = number of seconds per year exposed/number of seconds per year

PE = 200 days × 25 s per day / 60 × 60 × 24 × 365

PE is therefore equal to 1.58 × 10-4
.
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8.2 Probability of GPR (PGPR)

Taking into account the average annual fault rate of 132-kV lines and cables and the
substation configuration, the probability of GRP was estimated to be 0.15 per annum.

8.3 Probability of ventricular fibrillation (PVF)

Using the probability surface of ventricular fibrillation for all combinations of body current
and shock duration, and taking into the applied body current, the probability of ventricular
fibrillation is calculated as

Body resistance, RB = 487Ω (hand to two feet) [15]

Footwear resistance, RBE = 3000Ω (damp leather soled shoes, hard soil)

Total circuit resistance = 3487Ω

Mesh Voltage = 1594.5V

The resulting body current will be 1594.5/3487 = 0.458A

The fault clearance time is 0.15ms.

According to Table II  in [14], this current will result in 0% probability of heart fibrillation.
Therefore, PFB = 0

8.4 Calculation of resultant individual risk levels IR

The resultant individual risk levels are determined by multiplying the estimated probabilities
in 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3

Pr. . 0GPR VFIR P P P 
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9 Conclusion

A case study was given as a problem statement to evaluate the safety of a substation by
designing a safe grounding grid system in order to minimize the safety hazards on humans
available in the vicinity of the substation. Using 16 x 16 meshes, a grounding grid designed
using the commercial copper hard-drawn type of conductor, which has a total area of 75x75
m2. The preliminary design shows that the mesh voltage is exceeding the tolerable touch
voltage, therefore a modification is necessary to improve the safety of the substation.

Design #2 is constructed by adding a crushed rock protective surface layer and 60 ground
rods with 3m long along the periphery. The result shows that the mesh and step voltage is
lower than the tolerable values, although in the case of touch voltage, the difference is very
small. Consequently, design #2 still needs to be improved.

The improvement design called design #3 is constructed using unequally spaced grid design.
Only 32 rods is used which consisted by 4 rods in the corner with 5m long and 28 rods along
the periphery. The result shows significant improvement in mesh voltage and step voltage.
Hence, design #3 is safe to be applied. It also have been estimated that the total cost material
required for design #3 is USD 42,100.

Simplified probability risk assessment is calculated to support the design. Individual risk
calculation implies that design #3 is safe because it has no risk of ventricular fibrillation in
the vicinity of the substation.
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Appendix

1. Calculation of RLC of the conductors using PowerSim Matlab

It is used to compute RLC parameters of overhead transmission line from its conductor
characteristics and tower geometry. The syntax to execute the command is:

power_lineparam

When you type the power_lineparam command, the GUI is displayed. The configuration
of case study is described in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Tower parameter for 132/11 kV transmission line.

Detailed information of the command are available at:

http://www.mathworks.com/help/physmod/sps/powersys/ref/power_lineparam.html

The complete result of RLC computation is displayed as following
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2. Initial design result carried out using CDEGS

The grounding grid design which drawn using CDEGS is giving the following Figure 15.
The author would like to thanks Dr. Huw Griffiths for his contributions to initial design
simulation in CDEGS.

Figure 15. The grounding grid with 16x16 meshes carried out using CDEGS

GPR distribution through the grid is displayed as following:

Figure 16. GPR distribution of initial design in CDEGS
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Ground surface potential and mesh/touch voltage through the grid are displayed in the
following line calculation:

Figure 17. Ground Surface potential profile of initial design in CDEGS

Figure 18. Touch voltage profile of initial design in CDEGS
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3. Result of design #2 in ETAP Grounding Grid Systems

The input values of design #2 are shown as following:
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The results are shown as following:
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